
The latest advancement in  
co-generation heat exchange  
technology provides amazing  
temperature consistency 
Looking for the added performance available from a liquid-
cooled power plant? The Sapphire 570SS provides that  
and much more with Sapphire’s trademark MSU (maximum 
space utilization) design. Built from the ground up for  
dual wand residential and commercial applications,  
the 570SS has the reliability and capacity to serve your  
business growth for years to come.  
 
Powered by a 31 HP Kubota gasoline engine, the 570SS utilizes 
a tube-and-shell heat exchanger plus the Sapphire patent-
pending Thermal Well System to produce all the heat you need 
to tackle the toughest cleaning jobs. Plus, this unique technol-
ogy keeps the engine cooler, extending component life and 
reducing maintenance, keeping you on the job making money. 

» Only 20 inches wide – narrowest liquid-cooled 
slide-in on the market. 

» Three-cylinder 31 hP gasOline KubOTa 
delivers ample power and long service life. 

» helical Tri-lObe blOwer is quieter  
and produces less vibration. 

» draws On Three sOurces Of heaT for supe-
rior heat production and consistent output. 

» True dumPless OPeraTiOn saves water, 
saves tank space. 

» ThrOugh-frame drive belT cOOling signifi-
cantly reduces downtime by extending belt life. 

» easy-TO-remOve access Panel and side 
hOOds allows for quick service.

Power Plant 31 HP Kubota 972 three-cylinder liquid cooled gasoline engine. 

Vacuum PumP Gardner Denver HeliFlow® 408 helical tri-lobe blower producing 
vacuum to 16 in. and flows up to 500 CFM.

Solution PumP General HTS2016S producing up to 1500 PSI and  
5.8 GPM at 1500 RPM.

waSte tank 90 gal. (340 l) TIG-welded 3/16 in. marine-grade aluminum. 
optional: 120 gal. high capacity waste tank

Frame conSt. Powder-coated steel
conSole (W × H × D) 20 × 43 × 49 in | 51 × 109 × 124 cm
weight 1056 lbs. | 479 kg

PROUDLY
BUILT IN USA

Tri-lObe rOTOrs

heaT exchanger

The Time to start your Own business is now!

Business Startup Packages 
Truckmounts, Portables, Training & Accessories

 Ultimate power
570ss 

Ultimate heat


